WELCOME TO GONERFEST!

If you’re from out of town, welcome to Memphis! For our sixth Gonerfest, we are welcoming bands from Denmark, France, Boston, Philadelphia, Portland, San Francisco, Mississippi, and of course Memphis. Locals, please show ’em a good time. Bands, just do your thing. Thanks again for coming, tip your bartender, patronize our advertisers, buy merchandise from the bands, and, most of all, have fun. Let’s get gone!
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
Opening Ceremonies at the Goner Shop
Free!

5:30 pm KING LOUIE ONE MAN BAND
Our Gonerfest veteran journeys up from Harahan, LA to start up the whole shindig once again! Ex-Persuaders, Royal Pendletons, Exploding Hearts, 10-4 Backdoor, Bad Times and too many more bands to list... he’ll also be appearing later Thursday at the Hi Tone with his Loose Diamonds band! We’re particularly fond of his one man band songs- call out for your favorites like “Don’t Cook That Cabbage, It Makes The Whole House Stink,” “Chinese Crawfish,” and “Walking With The Light.” It wouldn’t be the same without Louie. Refreshments will be served.

TICKET INFO
Golden Pass good for all events is $50
All Hi Tone Events are $15 in Advance/ $18 at the Door
Murphy’s Saturday Afternoon Blowout is $10
Friday Afternoon show is $5
All events in the Goner Store are free.

Advance tickets available at the Hi Tone website - hitonememphis.com

Photo: Don Perry
8pm Doors at the Hi Tone

Music from **DJ UFO DICTATOR**

9:00 **FRESH & ONLYS** (San Francisco, CA)
San Francisco’s twisty avant poppers have been building a great rep and get to start the entire event off... with a bang!

9:45 **COCOCOMA** (Chicago, IL)
Chicago burners with a new album on Goner, new lineup, great new songs!

10:30 **LOOSE DIAMONDS** (New Orleans, LA / Memphis, TN)
King Louie’s powerpop band! That crazy cajun can do it all!

11:15 **MAGNETIX** (Bordeaux, France)
Wild-ass French two-piece with Looch laying down thick distorted biker riffs and Aggy bashing away on the drums.

12:00 **TY SEGALL** (Oakland, CA)
Goner’s SF star who’s been touring up a storm, releasing about 30 records, and recently joined the great Sic Alps. Fantastic live show!

1:00 **REATARDS** (Memphis, TN)
Original lineup from Memphis’ hardest-working and most famous punker, taking us all the way back to his first albums, with Ryan Wong and Steve Albundy providing the authentic old school backing band. Will be wild!

---

**GonerFest Screenings**

**Daily @ BROOKS MUSEUM**

1934 Poplar Avenue • 901.544.6200

Thursday-Saturday @ 1:00 PM
Sept 24-26

$7, $5 with GONERFEST pass

www.cigarettegirlmovie.com
www.guerrillamonsterfilms.com
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

Afternoon Show At The Buccaneer
1368 Monroe
$5 Entry

<--------Grill will be going with cheap eats!
Richwad holding it down during Gonerfest 5.

2pm The grill is on!

2:45 SHITTY BEACH BOYS (Austin, TX)
What a way to start off the afternoon- your favorite each Boys
songs butchered by these jokers from Austin... Beautiful!

3:30 USELESS EATERS (Memphis, TN)
Rough Killed By Death-style punk from Seth & co, records out
or coming from Shattered, Goner, UFO Dictator, and Goodbye
Boozy. New Memphis punk!

4:15 THOMAS FUNCTION (Huntsville, AL)
Tireless pop roadmasters, hosts of their own fantas-
tic Bamalama fest. Gonerfest vets!

5:00 MANTLES (San Francisco, CA)
Psychedelic pop from Siltbreeze recording artists,
all the way from the Left Coast. Another Memphis
debut!

MANTLES

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

8pm Doors at the Hi Tone

Music from DJ AYA PAPAYA

9:00 YUSUF JERUSALEM (A Cave, France)
Strange French hybrid of Death Metal, garage pop, and lo-fi punk!

9:45 EARTHEN & STRANGERS (Tempe, AZ)
Latest project of Ryan Rousseau- all time Gonerfest #1 Soldier! Ex-Tokyo
Electron, Reatards, Digital Leather, Destruction Unit.
New album out now!

10:30 INTELLIGENCE (Seattle, WA)
Fractured, frantic, fantastic arty indie punk.
Encore from last year’s Gonferfest!

11:15 DAVILA 666 (San Juan, Puerto Rico)
Amazing Puerto Rican garage... a huge,
stomping instant fiesta! Irresistible lp out on
In The Red.

12:00 THEE OH SEES (San Francisco,
CA)
Latest album Help has been blowing minds
with psychedelic folk punk... an unstoppable
locomotive of frantic fun.

1:00 COMPULSIVE GAMBLERS
(Memphis, TN)
Jack Yarber & Greg Cartwright’s pre-Obliv-
ians outfit, with fancy waltzes & drunken
pop songs that go places the Oblivians never
could.

Thee Oh Sees

BUCCANEER LOUNGE
1368 Monroe
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 278-0909
Drinks Music Food

CASABLANCA CAFE
2156 Young Avenue
Directly next door to Goner
Delicious Middle Eastern food
& very tolerant of our antics.
Please respect their restaurant during Gonerfest.
No alcohol.
Andrew Bizer, Attorney at Law
Representing musicians and artists worldwide

757 St. Charles Avenue Suite 304
New Orleans, LA 70130

Call today for your free initial consultation

“Andy Bizer has balls of steel.”
— King Louie Bankston

Phone 504-619-9999
Fax 504-592-3300
www.bizerlaw.com
andrew@bizerlaw.com

NORTON RECORDS
P.O. Box 646  Cooper Station  New York, NY 10276
tel (718) 789-4438  • 24 hour fax (718) 398-9215
nortonrec@aol.com  •  www.nortonrecords.com  •  myspace.com/nortonrecords
we accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express and PayPal

Kandi Cook
Film & Digital Photography  |  kandicook.com
Art & Craft  |  kandi.etsy.com
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
AFTERNOON ROCK BLOWOUT!

Murphy’s 1589 Madison  
Burgers! Beers! 11 bands!  
2 stages, 1:00 – 7:00  $10

INSIDE STAGE

1:30 **DE HOJE HAELE / MIG & MIN VEN** (Denmark)  
The Danish contingent starts off the afternoon with powerful, punky pop... DE HOJE HAELE a power trio tearing up with twisted songs, Mig & Min Ven a two-piece shearing off bits of Supercharger-charged garage punk. Sure to get the day started with a jolt!

3:00 **TAMPOFFS** (Boston, MA)  
Beantown’s barnacles of blown-out garage punk, all the way in the red and going for broke. First Memphis appearance!

4:00 **GIRLS OF THE GRAVITRON** (Memphis, TN)  
Shoegazing fuzzy-feeling pop from Memphis, featuring members of Barbaras & Magic Kids.

5:00 **RIVER CITY TANLINES** (Memphis, TN)  
Alicja Trout, Bubba John & Terrence Bishop bring the full-on pedal to the metal rock n roll with the Memphis touch.

6:00 **HUNX & HIS PUNX** (San Francisco, CA)  
“The best way I can think to describe them is if someone put equal parts Ramones, John Waters, and the Ronettes in a blender with some ice and made hot-pink frozen daiquiris to serve at one of those big gay pool parties where everyone looks like early-’80s-era Freddie Mercury in a bathing suit.” - The Stranger

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
AFTERNOON ROCK BLOWOUT!

OUTSIDE STAGE

2:30 **TEENAGE WHORE MOANS** (Philadelphia, PA)  
Unrepentant rock n rollers from Philly invade Gonerfest to give us some East Coast representation. Get here early, don’t miss ‘em!

3:30 **GENTLEMAN JESSE & HIS MEN** (Atlanta, GA)  
Powerpop that’d make Nick Lowe smile from ex-Carbonas member Jesse! Last year Jesse & His Men backed up powerpop legend Paul Collins of The Beat. Pop done right!

4:30 **OVERNIGHT LOWS** (Jackson, MS)  
Jackson, Mississippi’s long-running punkers...Upcoming lp on Goner! This show featuring ED NASTY of Killed By Death Faves ED NASTY & THE DOPEDS!!!!

5:30 **A BURNING BUS** (Asheville, NC)  
Latest from ex-Gibson Brother Don Howland, a refiguring of Burning Bush, who tore it up at Gonerfest 4! Exciting covers, bitting originals and guitar overload!

6:30 **TIREFIRE** (New Orleans, LA)  
Black-hearted metal from ex-members of Mangina, Persuaders, Die Rotzz, Detonations, Black Rose Band, Kajun SS. A perfect end to our Saturday blowout!

MURPHY’S  
1589 Madison  
Memphis, TN 38104  
(901) 726-4193  
Since 1977
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

8pm Doors at the Hi Tone

Music from DJ JOE CORLUKA

9:00 MAGIC KIDS (Memphis, TN)
Memphis’ charmed, and charming young pop stars... huge in the UK, Goner single “Hey Boy” drives the Brian Wilson fans nuts!

9:45 WHITE WIRES (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada)
Great, straightahead rock n roll with killer hooks. Think Buddy Holly meets the Troggs... with a punker poutine party edge.

10:30 SONIC CHICKEN 4 (Perpignan, France)
Addictive stomping lo-fidelity party anthems... great sleeper of an album last year on In The Red.

11:15 BOX ELDERS (Omaha, NE)
Charming, disarming, alarmingly GREAT Omaha, NE pop upstarts. Their debut lp on Goner, Alice & Friends, has taken the US by storm. An intense tour schedule has honed their skills to a razor’s edge. Wild live show!

12:00 NOBUNNY (San Francisco, CA)
Masked bubblegum punk, reportedly originally a member of Tuscon’s Okmoniks gang. Combines party anthems with buzzsaw guitars and a twisted take on pop. Last year’s Love Visions lp was one of the year’s best!

1:00 CHEATER SLICKS (Columbus, OH)
Legendary Columbus band who started out in Boston in 1987 with a membership that included Merle Allin (GG’s brother) and Alpo from the Real Kids. Since moving to Columbus, the core of guitarist brothers Tom and David Shannon and drummer Dana Hatch have released some of the most cruelly beautiful guitar-based music anywhere. Fans of Mudhoney, Dirtbombs, and early Velvet Underground guitar freakouts rejoice!
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

Closing Ceremonies At The Goner Store
Free!

2:30 **MONSIEUR JEFFREY EVANS**
Memphis’ troubadour of classics from the 50s through to today, performing live and up close in the Goner Shop as we roll into the end of the festival. Ex- Gibson Bros, ‘68 Comeback, CC Riders and currently playing with his Southern Gentleman. Please come by! Featuring the Wing King’s famous wings, too!

POST FEST COMEDOWN
9pm til 2am
at The Buccaneer
w/ WORLD FAMOUS DJS
Free! Come to hang out and NOT listen to a live band! Dance party for as long as you can stand!

**CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM SING SING!!!**

- **COCCOMA**
  - Singles, Live & Unreleased
  - repress of MONKS unreleased 7”, Skip Jensen new LP, M.O.T.O. 7” and much more

- **COCOMA**
  - Spectrum Of Sounds
  - ex-Maaster Gaiden Great Hex Dispensers meets Marked Men Sound

- **PROTO IDIOT**
  - 2nd LP from Andrew from the Hipshakes

- **SING SING BLOG**
  - WWW.SINGSINGRECORDS.BLOGSPOT.COM
  - OFFICIAL, QUALITY RE-ISSUES OF ESSENTIAL PUNK AND POWERPOP RECORDS
  - COMING SOON! 2/10 ORDER ONLINE WWW.SINGSINGRECORDS.COM

**SING SING**

- **SING-001** SPIDER: ‘Back to the Wall’ b/w ‘Down n Out’ - Boogie Punk Masterpiece, from NWOBHM rockers!! NOT TO BE MISSED!!
- **SING-014** ROLLERBALL: ‘Savage Eyes’ b/w ‘Lay You Down’ - Pre Elton Motello band ripper!! STORMING GLAM PUNK!!

SING SING BLOG WWW.SINGSINGRECORDS.BLOGSPOT.COM
Things To Do In Memphis

(besides Gonerfest!)

**Sun Studio** 706 Union Ave (901) 521-0664
The room where Sam Phillips, Elvis, Scotty & Bill changed the world, where Howlin’ Wolf moaned at Midnight, where Jerry Lee Lewis debated about making the devil’s music, where Carl Perkins put down “Blue Suede Shoes” and “Her Love Rubbed Off,” where Billy Lee Riley commanded his Little Green Men to play “Flyin’ Saucer Rock n Roll,” where Ike Turner pounded piano behind Jackie Brenston on Rocket 88… Wow. This room made history!

**Stax Studio Museum** 926 E McLemore Ave (901) 942-7685
Ten years ago this was a shame, a vacant lot with a historical marker. Now it’s a school for music on one side, and a great museum on the other, on the actual ground that housed the original Stax Studios. If you can come out of this tour without being a Rufus Thomas fan I don’t want to know you. The hall of records will bring most Gonerfest visitors to their knees. See the Sir Isaac & The Doo Dads 45! Check out Isaacs’ gold Cadillac! Awesome!

**The Mississippi River**
See the river! You can drive across either bridge into Arkansas and get a great view, or just go down to the banks and check it out. Follow Riverside Drive to Channel 3 drive to go to the Yellow Fever memorial & National Ornamental Metal Museum (very cool in its own right) for a great view of the barges plowing along & the constantly-churning water. The Mississippi is the whole reason Memphis exists. Don’t miss it.

**Peabody Ducks** Peabody Hotel Union & 2nd St
Sure, go ahead and be a tourist. A tuxedoed Duck Master leads the ducks into a fountain in the middle of the Peabody Hotel lobby at 11am each morning and back up to their penthouse digs at 5pm. Ridiculous? Yeah! You’ll be tempted to relax and have a drink in the lobby but unless you’ve hit the jackpot, I’d hold off on that 8 dollar Bushmills & soda. A grand old Southern hotel lobby, sure, but enjoy and keep a-movin. Lots to do elsewhere!

**Piggly Wiggly** 1620 Madison Ave
Memphis-born first modern supermarket. They finally sell t-shirts after years of being bootlegged by Art School kids with silkscreens in Williamsburg. Open 24 hours.

**Beale Street.**
You’ll hear “Sweet Home Chicago” more often than “Hole In The Wall.” Still, there’s some decent food and some decent bands if you’ve been taken hostage by higher-ups in your company who are footing the bill. You can get a Dyer’s greaseburger if you dare! And a lot of these musicians have been around and have played at Stax, Royal, and many other killer studios. Ride, Sally, ride!

**National Civil Rights Museum**
A tribute to the Civil Rights Movement at the motel where Martin Luther King, Jr was assasinated. The dark side of Memphis history, which still haunts us all, but looking forward.

**Graceland**
Elvis is king. His house is a perfect 1970s time capsule. Pricey, but, if you’re in the right mood, cool. Hall of jumpsuits & other costumes is great! And you gotta love the Jungle Room!
Drinking & Nightclubs

**Lamplighter** 1702 Madison (901) 726-9916
Our favorite beer joint ever. No swearing or Shirley will throw you out. You can BYOB (Booze if you pay for set-ups. All the beat up 50s pop and country 45s (and Lou Reed’s “Vicious!”) sound great on the jukebox. Cheeseburgers/Patty Melts to die for. Possibly the best burger in Memphis. Do not go in there and act a fool. A fantastic, quiet neighborhood beer bar.

**Buccaneer** 1368 Monroe (901) 278-0909
The site of the first Gonerfest, and our favorite Pirate-themed venue in the city. Great bartenders, great atmosphere. Cozy! Come by Friday afternoon for Goner BBQ party and Sunday evening for the post-Gonerfest no-live-music Dance Party!

**Old Zinnies** 1688 Madison (901) 726-5004
If you want a nice dark place to get a drink midday, Zinnies is the place. Just get out of there by 10 pm- college kids start a-whoopin' and a-hollerin on most nights and can really bring on the migraines.

**Murphy's** 1589 Madison (901) 726-4193
Across the street from what used to be the Well and Antenna Club, Murphy's supplied the hard alcohol to the rockers punking it up across the street. They saved the Antenna sign, and might be making a go of having shows across the street in the old Antenna location. Punk rock still lives! Saturday Afternoon Blow Out shall be massive!

**The Cove** 2559 Broad St (901) 730-0719
Funky small bar in the great BEER JOINT location, when that bar went out of business new owners crammed in nautical decor that was saved when the late, great Anderton’s went out of business. Light meals & fancy drinks in very cool atmosphere. Also great for fancier drinks, Dish right next to the Goner Store or The Beauty Shop, around the corner on Cooper, can set you up with any number of elegant & impressive concoctions on which to sip, and some throbbing techno to get that rock n roll out of your head.

Music Stores

Go see our buddy John Lowe at Xanadu - 2200 Central (901 274-9885), Creator of the one and two-string “Lowebow” guitars. He’s also got strings and effects and Orange amps and Silvertones. Tons of books, too. Paperbacks, hardbacks, sci-fi, mystery, and weirdness. Live performances daily!

Drummers shouldn’t miss Memphis Drum Shop, at 878 South Cooper (901) 276-2328 - around the corner from Goner. Tell ‘em GONER sent ya & maybe they’ll help us out with a drum or an ad or something next year. The best drum shop for hundreds of miles.
the SEDATIVES 45
the WHITE WIRES LP
the SUPPOSITORIES LP
the MOTHER'S CHILDREN 45
the OTTAWA GAGA COMP LP
the SUPPOSITORIES 45
more new releases soon...

www.myspace.com/goinggagarecords

ICOn
[OMNIMEDIA CORP.]

- Cost effective 500 unit runs
- Easy online price calculators and online ordering
- Custom stuff is our speciality
- Guaranteed 5-7 day turn on rush orders
- Price match guarantee

CDs & DVDs / SHORT RUN CDs & DVDs / AUDIO MASTERING
POSTERS / SILK SCREENED T-SHIRTS / DROP CARDS / WEB STUFF
DIGITAL BOOKLETS / DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION / CD & DVD AUTHORIZED

THIRD MAN RECORDS
YOUR TUNESABLE'S NOT DEAD

TMR-001 - THE DEAD WEATHER - HANG YOU FROM THE HEAVENS 7"
Debut single from The Dead Weather and first Third Man 45 release is a heavy blues dirge about murdering your boyfriend and selling his corpse off to Satan. Suitably backed with a Gary Numan cover.

TMR-003 - MILDRED AND THE MICE - I LIKE MY MICE (DEAD) 7"
First ever release from this teenage goth from Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. A single chord and single minded lyrics about murdering mice coupled with the greatest scream ever committed to wax = brand new teen punk garage classic.

TMR-004 - RACHELLE GARNIEZ - MY HOUSE OF PEACE 7"
New York's Rachelle Garniez is a haunting and poetic singer with an incredible vocal dynamic range and fingers that are at home both on the accordion and the piano. This is a one sided single etched with the Third Man logo.

TMR-007 - THE DEAD WEATHER - TREAT ME LIKE YOUR MOTHER 7"
This is the heavier than God second single from The Dead Weather featuring vocals from Alison Mosshart and Jack White. The Bride is a cover of the Them classic "You Just Can't Win".

TMR-009 - DEX ROMWEBER - THE WIND DID MOVE 7"
Dex is an icon of the rock and roll underground. On this release Jack White produces, plays and sings along with Dex and Sara Romweber on the ripping original "The Wind Did Move" and a haunting cover of Genevieve Wiley's real blues classic "Lost Kind Word Blues"

TMR-011 - DAN SARTAIN - BOHEMIAN GROVE 7"
Two new Jack White produced songs that sound nothing like anything Don's recorded in the past. Bohemian Grove is an almost ethnographic influenced jazz style groove, and the Bride is called Athlete Funeral. Enough said.

TMR-012 - TRANSIT - C'MON AND RIDE 7"
Third Man Records presents two songs produced by Jack White that are by, and about the Nashville busking system by the people who know it best: the drivers, cleaners, mechanics, and office workers of the Nashville Metro Transit Authority. This is the fifth release in Third Man's Blue Series.

TMR-013 - JACK WHITE - FLY FARM BLUES 7"
Released on special one sided 45, the track was written on the spot and recorded to two-track in the attic of Fly Farm, TN, all while being filmed for the feature documentary "It Might Get Loud".

VISIT US ONLINE OR IN PERSON AT OUR NASHVILLE LOCATION FOR EXCLUSIVE AND LIMITED RELEASES

THIRD MAN RECORDS.COM

623 7TH AVENUE SOUTH • NASHVILLE • TN • 37203

P 1-866-400-ICON / E INFO@BUILTBYICON.COM / W BUILTBYICON.COM
Eating is a big deal in Memphis. Barbecue and soul food (fried chicken, pork chops, etc) have been honed to a fine science. Plus it’s cheap! Be sure to tell ‘em you’re here for Gonerfest!

**Payne’s BBQ** 1762 Lamar (901) 272-1523
Our favorite chop shoulder sandwich. Smoked Sausage, too! No booze. Housed in a converted old garage. Cool! Open for lunch until sundown most nights.

**Gus’ Fried Chicken** 310 S Front (901) 527-4877
World famous fried chicken, chunky crust, served with a quart of beer… YES! Frying Chicken can take a while so don’t be in a rush. Sides taste like they came straight from the can, unfortunately, so don’t expect much there.

**Uncle Lou’s Fried Chicken** 3633 Millbranch Rd (901) 332-2367
Fantastic chicken wings like no other. Out by the airport- get some to go as you’re leaving town? You will be the envy of the entire airport.

**Cozy Corner** 745 N Parkway (901) 527-9158
Famous for their Cornish game hens, which I’ve never tried ‘cause it would mean missing out on eating more RIBS! Saucy. Great. Frequent Jerry “The King” Lawler sightings! RIBS!

**Rendezvous** 52 S 2nd St (in alley) (901) 523-2746
Famous for being THEE place to get barbecue downtown. Dry Rub ribs. Good sausage / cheese plate. Does massive business and food can be inconsistent. Plantation-style atmosphere is attractive to some, a turn-off for others.
Kwik Chek 2013 Madison (901) 274-9293
Employers of many rockers through the years, cheap delicious sandwiches. Muffalatta, pork roast, and vegetarian Bloody Valentine are good starting points- especially when Joe T is makin’ ’em- weekdays before 3pm!

Casablanca (next door to Goner Records)
Goner’s next door neighbors, very tolerant of our ridiculous antics, so support ’em! Yummy Middle Eastern delights, many vegetarian options.

Barbecue Shop 1782 Madison (901) 272-1277
Solid and spicy Midtown barbecue with the bonus of staying open later than most and serving beer!

Soul Fish 862 S Cooper (901) 725-0722
Best new restaurant in Cooper-Young area around Goner Store.. Po-boys & platters of chicken & catfish. Low-key, but crowded most dinnertimes. Cuban and Memphis sandwiches are fantastic.

Lou’s Pizza Pie 2158 Young Avenue
Neighbors to our east, with tasty sun-dried tomato & pesto pizzas. Pepperoni and more basic toppings, too.

Young Avenue Deli 2119 Young Avenue (901) 278-0034
Known for 1/2 pound burgers, wraps, and a huge menu. Tons of different beers on tap and in bottles. Right down the street from the Goner store.

VEGETARIANS
Memphis is definitely a meat-eater’s town, but there are vegetarian options around. Middle Eastern, Thai, Vietnamese, and most sandwich joints have some meatless dishes. Beware the greens and the beans, too- they’re usually cooked with pork!
Our first Gonerfest centered on performances from King Louie One Man Band and King Khan & BBQ Show on a Friday & Saturday Night at the Buccaneer. After that was booked, bands & fans just climbed aboard. Here's King Khan singing with the Black Lips. Photo by Canderson

Ooga Boogas played the 1st spot on the Murphy's afternoon show at Gonerfest 4, coming all the way back from Australia for Gonerfest 5 to completely rock the Hi Tone.

London's Black Time also made the trek to Memphis for Gonerfest 5 and set the bar high for the rest of the bands. Janie Too Bad staring down the crowd. Photo Don Perry
SCREEN PRINTED
T SHIRTS
HATS, STICKERS, AND MORE...

WISEMAN ART STUDIOS
191 MADISON AVE. # 616
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
901.691.6722
www.wisemanart.com
Contact: paul@wisemanart.com

PUNK ROCK SPECIAL
100 BLACK SHIRTS
1 TO 3 COLORS OF INK
$450.00 BUCKS!
NO SET UP OR SCREEN FEES

MULTI COLORED PRINTS, UP TO 9 COLORS. 100 SHIRTS $550.00

MEMPHIS

1974-2009

Bobby Ubangi

Bobby Ubangi

Bobby Ubangi / Personal & The Pizzas - Split 7" (2009)
Bobby Ubangi / Another Girl Like You 7" (2009)
Bobby Ubangi / Inside The Mind Of Bobby Ubangi LP (2009)

Discography
THANKS!

To everyone who makes this happen, including the bands, the fans, the soundpeople, Rocket Science Audio & Live From Memphis, the volunteers, the sponsors, the bartenders, the clean up crews, the advertisers, the doorpeople, the caterers, our publicists, our artists including Lindsay Schutt and Bill Roe, and everyone we’re forgetting. We are very proud to bring everyone to Memphis to show off our music and our city. Thanks for being here.

Please spread the word and help us to keep making these events as successful as possible. See you next year!
JEFFREY JOE JENSEN

HOME: Overland Park
AGE: 36
PROFESSION: The William Penn of Pussytown
DRINK OF CHOICE: Equal parts 1928 Krog and 2009 Sunny D
FAVORITE PICK-UP LINE: Has anyone ever told you, you look like Avery Schreiber?
OBJECT OF DESIRE: EG Daily circa ’82 also GE Smith circa ’93 (Bowie Sound and Vision Tour) was pretty hot
FAVORITE BAND: AM
ACHILLES HEEL: I tend to make those around me seem dull
PERFECT DATE: Some Brazilian hookers pick me up in a Lamborghini Countach take me to the Mets game—the Mets win—then we go get pizza—then they give me back my irrevocably lost sense of helpfulness and positivity I haven’t felt since my early 20’s—then they bring my grandparents back to life—capped off by a night of drinking dancing and Trivial Pursuit at Chris Eliot’s house.
QUALITY YOU LOOK FOR IN A COMPANION: Nice smile, good personality, serviceable labia
PRIZED POSESSION: The exquisite corpse I created with Bob Fithanks and Shooter Jennings on the back of my valid Brooklyn street vendor’s permit
PET PEEVES: Nice smile, good personality, serviceable labia
LAST ACCOMPLISHMENT: I successfully convinced Sperling I was black
DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN THREE WORDS: Little, Yellow, Different

Authentic There are more than a thousand ways to mount moust in America, but few are authentic enough for Matador Records. The quality standards established in ’95 by have never varied into each album go only the finest wines from the Highlands, the Lowerlands, the Highlands.

Matador never worries.

JAY REATARD
Watch Me Fall
LP / CD / DA

TIMES NEW VIKING
Born Again Revisited
LP / CD / DA

YO LA TENGO
Popular Songs
DBLP / CD / DA

MISSION OF BURMA
The Sound, The Speed, The Light
LP / CD / DA
10 / 6 / 09

KURT VILE
Childish Prodigy
LP / CD / DA
10 / 6 / 09